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h i g h l i g h t s

• Discuss the mining webs with information extracted from search and browser logs.
• Propose the tag-aware KNN CF via SVD-based websites’ keywords technique.
• Build a hybrid algorithm to provide accurate recommendations.

Recently, Recommender Systems has been widely applied in helping users find potentially
interesting items from the era of big data. However, most of researches on this topic
have focused on estimating the direct relationships between users and items, neglecting
other available information. In this paper, we discuss about mining webs with information
extracted from search and browser logs of users. In particular, we utilize the keywords
correlatedwith correspondingwebsites by Singular ValueDecomposition (SVD) technique to
model users features and propose the tag-aware k-nearest neighbor Collaborative Filtering
(CF). We then build a hybrid recommendation method to help people accurately find
websites by employing Heat Spreading (HeatS) method. Experimental results demonstrate
that the hybrid method outperforms baseline algorithms at the global ranking metric.

1. Introduction

With the development and popularization of Internet, online searching becomes one of the most commonly used ap-
proaches to obtain desired information. Thus, billions of search query data have been accumulated in the web servers [1].
Besides search data, browser plugins also record the browser log information. However, it still remains a big challenge to
find efficient methods to model such massive amounts of data. In this paper, we study the challenges of mining the value
of web search and browser logs with the recommendation technology. Recommender Systems [2] can automatically predict
user preference and is becoming an essential part of various applications to provide personalized service. For instance, Ama-
zon.com proposes item-to-item collaborative filtering system [3] to provide personalized book service; Google also builds its
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News Recommender System by using user’s click behaviors [4]; Baidu, the biggest search engine in China, paysmuch attention
to researching recommender system for its Q&A community [5], and so on.
In the consequent years, Collaborative Filtering (CF ) [6] is the mainstream method to mine user preference according to

the historical behaviors. Zeng et al. [7] found that the top recommended items of CF were always with large degree, that is
to say, CF tends to recommend popular items to users. Consequently, CF may give a low rank to the majority of items, but
with few attention, that user may essentially prefer. To overcome the weakness of CF, various methods are proposed. Zhou
et al. [8] provided a hybridmethod to solve the accuracy–diversity dilemma by combining probabilistic spreading (ProbS) and
heat spreading (HeatS) [9–12]. Zhang et al. [13–15] analyzed the impact of tag information [16] and raised a user–item–tag
tripartite graph recommendation method, which not only improves on accuracy–diversity but also reports on a promising
approach to solve the cold-start problem. Qiu et al. [17,18] presented that the item-based heterogeneous effect could sig-
nificantly enhance the recommendation performance. Yang et al. pointed out that the anchoring bias effect of online voting
behaviors could largely improve the recommendation performance [19]. Recently,many researchers used tag information to
improve the performance of recommender systems, such as, personalized recommendation in social tagging systems [20],
tagging-aware CF [21], hybrid content and tag-based profiles recommender system [22], and so on.
Though recommender systems have succeeded in various applications [3–5], it is still hard to design efficient recommen-

dation models to handle log data because the web search and browser logs do not show the preference of users explicitly.
Alternatively, webpages provide plenty of meta information to describe their contents, and the third-party social tagging
systems (e.g., del.icio.us1) provide a flexible folksonomy of tags for different websites. Thus, the log data may provide us a
possible access to analyze the users’ features by extracting the tag information of webpages.
In this paper, we aim at constructing a recommender system to push websites that users might be interested in. Firstly,

we use a tag-based k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) CF with the tag information of webpages. The experimental results indicate
that, compared with user-based CF, tag-based CF improves in accuracy. In addition, we propose a new approach to combine
heat spreading [8] with the tag-based CF, and improve the accuracy of recommendation.

2. Method

In the presentmodel, there are three kinds of relations, (Un×m,Om×r ,Tn×r ), n,m and r represent the number of users, items
and tags, respectively.Un×m is the user–itemmatrix,Uiα = 1 if user i collects itemα, otherwiseUiα = 0.Om×r is the item–tag
matrix, where Oαt = 1 if item α contains tag t , otherwise Oαt = 0. In order to measure the correlations between users and
tags, we firstly construct the user–tag matrix Dn×r :

D = U × O. (1)

Subsequently, we employ a term-wighting approach, so-called TF–IDF [23,24], to measure the preference of an arbitrary
user for different tags. We then reconstruct the matrix D to obtain another user–tag matrix Tn×r . Here the term frequency
(TF) measures the degree of user’s preference for each tag and the inverse document frequency (IDF) reflects whether the tag
is common or rare for users.
In this paper, we employ two types of recommendation methods, tag-based collaborative filtering and heat spreading.

In the area of recommender system, generally, CF is classified into two types, Memory-based and Model-based methods.
Memory-based CF mainly includes user- or item-based [3,24] CF. According to Ref. [25], Model-based CF contains various
types, such as matrix factorization (MF) [26], Bayesian network [27], and so on. Here, we mainly discuss the difference
between the traditional user-based CF and the variant of model-based CF based on matrix factorization.

2.1. User-based k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) collaborative filtering

In the user-based CF, we assume that we can predict the scores of uncollected items for the target user based on the
preferences of her/his neighbors, which are defined as a group of people with similar interests. The most common approach
is to find the k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [28,29] to produce recommendation for the target user. Basically, the similarity sij
between user i and j is measured by cosine similarity [8]:

sij =

m∑
α=1

UiαUjα

√
kikj

, (2)

whereUiα orUjα denoteswhether user i or j collects itemα, ki and kj respectively denote the number of items simultaneously
collected by user i and j. The predicted score of uncollected item α for the target user i is generated as [8]:

rαi =

k∑
j=1

sijUjα

k∑
j=1

sij

. (3)

1 http://del.icio.us/.
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The final recommendation list of target user i is generated by ranking the scores of the uncollected items in descending
order.

2.2. Tag-based k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) collaborative filtering

In the area of Information retrieval (IR) [30], one document is denoted as a set of tokens, which could reduce the computa-
tional cost and improve the efficiency of searching the documents related to a query. Each token has its own latent semantic
feature [31,32]. Theweight of tokens in each document is determined by TF–IDF [24] in Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [31]. In
the present model, Tags also have their own latent semantic information. Inspired by this, we propose the tag-based kNN CF
and build a user–tag matrix Tn×r , based on the tag information of each item. Each entry of the matrix weighs the preference
degree of the user to a tag. However, for the large size of Tn×r , which is usually with millions of entries, it is hard to find
the latent semantic information. Deerwester et al. [31] discussed the implementation of LSI by Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). It not only reduces the dimensions and the computation, but also detects the latent semantic information in the same
topic model [33]. Refs. [26,29,34,35] also extended the approaches of applying SVD to build collaborative filtering system.
In this paper, we intend to represent user-interests in the low-rank latent feature space. Thereby, we employ the SVD

method to decompose the user–tag matrix T into two feature matrices: T̂ = Pn×s × Qr×s, where s is the number of topics.
Each row of P stands for user’s feature vector pu and each row of Q stands for tag’s feature vector qi. Each dimension of the
user or tag feature vector corresponds with the same topic. The similarity between user i and j is computed by [24]:

sij = cos
(−→
p(i)
u ,

−→
p(j)
u

)
=

(−→
p

(i)
u ,

−→
p

(j)
u

)
∥∥∥∥
−→
p

(i)
u

∥∥∥∥
2

∗
∥∥∥∥
−→
p

(j)
u

∥∥∥∥
2

, (4)

where p
(i)
u and p

(j)
u respectively denote the feature vector of user i and j. We then predict the uncollected items’ score for the

target user iwith Eq. (3).

2.3. Heat spreading

Heat Spreading (HeatS) [8] could generate novel recommendation list without other information but only the user-
object bipartite network. HeatS works by assigning an initial resource to the objects connected to the target user, which
is denoted as the vector f (fβ represents the resource on object β). Then, resources are distributed to different objects via

the transformation of
−→
f = WHf as following:

WH
αβ = 1

kα

n∑
j=1

UjαUjβ

kj
, (5)

whereWH
αβ describes how many resources item α obtains from item β . kj and kα respectively represent the degree of the

user j and the item α.
−→
f is a column vector, and each dimension is the predicted score for the corresponding item. We

then sort items by the descending order of scores. The higher the rank is, the more likely the corresponding item will be
recommended.

2.4. Hybrid method

Many pioneering research in this area have been done to investigate the effect of combining a few recommender
algorithms to comprise a hybrid recommender system [36–38]. Experimental results indicate that tag-based kNNCFmethod
has a better performance in accuracy than user-based kNN CF while the heat spreading method favors the diversity but not
good in accuracy. Therefore, we combine the tag-based CF method with HeatS method in a linear form. We define the score
of uncollected item i of the target user generated bymethod X and Y as Xi and Yi, respectively. Then, the final score of object
i, ri, is measured by:

ri = ω · Xi + (1− ω) · Yi, ω ∈ [0, 1]. (6)

3. Data & metrics

3.1. Data

The data set is distributed from the competition hosted by CNNIC2 and a data sharing system Datatang.3 Raw data from
CNNIC consists of 1000 users’ personal behaviors, including browser log data, search data and software behavior records. The

2 CNNIC stands for China Internet Network Information Center. Information about the competition can get from http://cnnicdata.datatang.com/.
3 http://www.datatang.com/.
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Table 1
Performance of three methods. The k of each CF method is
set as 50.

Method RS Precision Novelty

User-based kNN CF 0.1574 0.1052 2.389
Tag-based kNN CF 0.1323 0.105 2.3885
Heat spreading 0.2443 0.00041 9.8677

data were collected between 2012-05-07 and 2012-08-12. Here, we focus on studying the behaviors of visiting the website.
In the data set, url structures that are provided by users are diverse. It is essential to filter out the unusable information.
After preprocessing the raw data, we obtain a data set R, which contains 1000 users, 38,242 websites, 117,742 records and
the time users visit the websites.
As introduced in the Section 2.2, tag-based CF method needs additional information to construct user–tag matrix. Web

designers usually carefully polish the words contained in the meta information making sure their web sites rank higher in
the search results. So retrieving the meta information of those webpages could help us capture the user interests, and then
analyze the relationship between users. Therefore, we crawl the meta information of websites before implementing the
tokenization [39] to obtain the keywords or tags for each website.
To evaluate the present method, The data set is divided into two parts, 20% of which are randomly chosen as the testing

set, and the rest are regarded as training set.

3.2. Metrics

We utilize three metrics to evaluate the quality of the proposed methods.

(1) RankingScore (RS) [8]: For a good algorithm, we assume that the preferable items will rank higher than the uncollected
ones. For a certain item α linking to the arbitrary user i in the test set with rank r in the recommendation list, its RS
value is calculated as:

RSiα = r

m − ki
, (7)

wherem is the number of items and ki presents the number of items collected by user i. Averaging all the RS of items in
the testing set, we obtain the RS of the observed algorithm. The smaller RS is, the better accuracy of the algorithmwill be.

(2) Precision [40]: Precision is defined as the proportion of truly liked items contained in the Top-L places of the recommen-
dation list for the user i:

P =

n∑
i=1

hi

nL
, (8)

where n is the number of users who appear both in the testing set and training set, L is the length of recommendation
list, and hi is the number of items recovered in top-L recommendation list. By averaging over all individuals’, we obtain
the precision of overall recommender system.

(3) Novelty [8]: Given an item Oα , the degree of its novelty for the target user is denoted as the self-information, is:

Iα = log2
(
n

kα

)
, (9)

where n is the number of users. We then compute the self-information of the top-L items and average them to get the
novelty for the target user. Finally, we average all the users’ top-L items’ self-information to obtain the overall top-L
novelty. This metric measures alternative capability of the recommender systems of recommending less popular items.
Thereby, the recommendation method with larger value of Novelty could bring the recommender systems with more
serendipity.

4. Results

In order to evaluate the performance of presented algorithm, we conduct several experiments to assess three aforemen-
tioned metrics.
The results for three algorithms are showed in Table 1. The number of nearest neighbors k for each user is set to 50. Both

user- and tag-based CF have better accuracy than Heat Spreading, but worse in novelty. The precision of tag-based kNN CF
and user-based kNN CF are very close to each other. However, tag-based CF outperforms user-based CF in RS, which suggests
that tag-based CF has higher ability to recommend preferable item to the target user.
Fig. 1 shows that different values of k (the length of nearest neighbor list) have an impact on the performance of CF. The

two types of CF have similar performance for precision and novelty. However, user-based CF has much worse performance
at the RS than tag-based CF with different k value.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between user-based kNN CF and tag-based kNN CF: (a) Precision, (b) Novelty and (c) RankingScore. k ranges from 10 to 200 with the
step of 10.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the click times of websites.

Fig. 2 shows thatmost websites are visited by only a few users, in other words, only a fewwebsites are frequently visited.
Therefore, we need an efficientmethod to help users find interestedwebsiteswith low attention. Consequently, we combine
tag-based CF with HeatS by linear mixture. For the tunable parameter ω, when ω = 1, the hybrid method degenerates to
the HeatS method and obtains the optimal novelty. When ω = 0, it degenerates to the pure tag-based CF. Fig. 3 shows that,
though the hybrid system does not have a obvious improvement in precision or novelty, the RS is significantly improved
by about 25% at ω = 0.05. Considering the heterogeneous property and mass number of webpages online, this overall
improvement can help users put more attention to relatively low-attention websites.

5. Conclusions and discussion

Researchers from various fields have discussed how to mine the essential value of web [41,42] by personalized recom-
mender systems and achieved good performances [43–45]. In this paper, we discuss about mining webs with information
extracted from search and browser logs. Firstly, we utilize the keywords correlated with corresponding websites to model
user’s features and propose the tag-based kNN CF. Secondly, we build a hybrid recommender method to help people ac-
curately find websites by additional employing HeatS method. Experimental results demonstrate that the hybrid method
outperforms both baseline algorithms at the global ranking metric.
This paper provides a simple method to explore the value of online access records. However, the raw data sets may also

include demographics records, such as age, job, education, and so on. Our future work will try to improve our method of
keyword extraction to get a higher quality of the description of the webpages. In addition, we shall also explore the value of
demographics to improve the performance of the recommender system both on accuracy and diversity.
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Fig. 3. Performance of combining the HeatS with Tag-based kNN CF on (a) Precision, (b) Novelty, and (c) RankingScore.
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